
Year 3
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

accident arrive businesses complete discontinuation descriptive

accidentally believe calendar incomplete continuous different

actual disbelieve caught completion decide differently

actually bicycle centre consider decision indifferent

address breath recentre consideration indecisive indifference

answer breathe century considerate decisively differentiation

appear build certain inconsiderate indecision difficult

disappear rebuild uncertain continue describe difficulty

reappear busy certainty continuation description dislodge

apparition business circle discontinue indescribable disappearance

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

early expressive fruit heart important forgetting

earth expression grammar height importance forgotten

eight extreme grammatical history unimportant beginning

eighth famous group historical interest beginner

enough famously grouping historically disinterest prefer

exercise favourite regroup imagine interested preferred

experience favouritism guard imagination interesting gardening

experiment February guardian unimaginative uninterested gardener

experimentation forward guide increase island limiting

experimental forwards heard increased forget limited

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

myth trouble inch invade insulted unzip

gym country insect invasion insolent unable

gymnast double inhale include ingenuity uneven

gymnastics touch invite inclusion ingenious unacceptable

gymnasium young invitation invalid inactive unload

Egypt input increasing invent incorrect untold

Egyptians inset insult invention undo unpack

pyramid insane insulting introduce unfix unwell

mystery indoors invest introduction unpin unarmed

mysterious inform investment involve until unfolded

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

unfrozen disobedience discontinue disable illegible immunisation

unfasten disobediently discourage disabled illegal impaired

unbeaten disarm dishonest misuse illegally impose

unbeatable disown disused misplace illogical impaled

uncovered discomfort discard misplaced illuminated improve

unhappily disarray disallow mistreat illuminations imitate

disagree disbelief discount  mistreated impress imitation

disloyal displeased disgrace misbehave impressive immature

disobey dismiss disrespect mistrust imply immaturity

disobedient disadvantage disregard misspell immune immortal

These spelling packs are based on the 2014 NC Word list and Spelling Appendix for Years 3 and 4. The words from 

the word list and those relating to the spelling rules have been spread over the Year 3 and Year 4 lists.  See below for 

the words included over the two packs:
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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

import irreparable reword subheading interactive supermarket

impatient irresponsible revise submarine interview supersede

imperfect redo reapply submerge interviewee superstar

irritate react reclaim submergible interrupt supervise

irritant remix request subsequent interruption supervision

irregular repay require subdivide interrupted supervisory

irrational reuse rewind international internal superimpose

irrelevant rebate subway internationally internally anticlockwise

irrelevance redeem subdue interact intervene antibiotics

irritation refill suburban interaction intervention antisocial

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

anticipate information costly proudly angrily crinkly

anticipation informative eerily ghostly happily sparkly

autograph adoration fairly blindly nobly frantically

autobiography finally hourly bitterly simply dramatically

autobiographical usually glumly brightly gently mentally

automatic completely loudly spookily humbly normally

automatically sadly easily adoringly visibly basically

sensation unfortunately yearly amusingly probably publicly

sensational madly wildly anxiously honorably truly

admiration neatly prickly certainly crackly wholly

Year 4
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

knowledge medicine occasion perhaps possibilities question

knowledgeable medicinal occasionally popular potatoes questionable

learn medic often popularity pressure recent

length mention opposite position depression regular

lengthen minute opposition possess probably reign

lengthening natural ordinary possession probability remember

library nature ordinarily possessive promise sentence

librarian naughty particular possible promising separate

material notice particularly possibly purpose separation

materialistic notification peculiar possibility quarter special

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

specially therefore weightlessness agriculture literature adventure

specialist though woman capture manufacture texture

straight although women culture mature archer

straightened thought assure denture miniature butcher

strange thoughtfulness ensure fixture mixture richer

strength through unsure fracture moisture stretcher

durability throughout closure future posture teacher

stability various reassure futuristic sculpture voucher

suppose variety treasure gesture signature fusion

surprise weight enclosure lecture temperature vision

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

erosion adventurous mountainous mysterious outrageous addition

expansion carnivorous poisonous precious spontaneous audition

illusion coniferous thunderous religious glamorous caption

mansion conspicuous contagious spacious humorous edition

Aut 2

Aut 1

Spr 1
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Sum 1



pension dangerous curious studious enormous emotion

progression famous dubious victorious jealous eviction

television generous glorious courteous humorous invention

televise herbivorous gracious courageous action lotion

version joyous hilarious gorgeous active location

diversion marvellous luxurious hideous activity mention

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

migration tuition comprehension politician echo chauffeur

motion vibration extension technician echoes parachute

nation admission attention mathematician scheme catalogue

option discussion intention ache stomach colleague

population emission beautician anchor technology dialogue

potion mission dietician architect technological fatigue

ration omission magician chaos brochure league

reception passion musician character chalet meringue

reflection possession optician chemist chef plague

solution session physician chorus machine rogue

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

synagogue ascent beige vein allowed board

tongue crescent eight weight aloud bored

vague descent eighteen children's accept by

boutique fascinate eighty men's except buy

cheque scent freight boys' affect bye

grotesque scenery neighbour girls' effect flew

mosque scissors obey babies' berry flu

plaque science rein members' bury flue 

picturesque scientifically sleigh suspects' brake fair

technique scientist they teachers' break fare

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

flower male rain heel denominator digital

flour mail reign heal decimal quadrant

grate main scene weather perimeter numeral

great mane seen whether analogue multiplication

groan new stairs multiples geometric observation

grown knew stares polygon acute container

hole pause tail thousands obtuse electricity

whole paws tale hundreds isosceles measurement

medal peace which hundredths equilateral precaution

meddle piece witch numerator scalene function
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